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About This Game
Deadstep is a first person psychological horror game that performs a simple purpose.
One day, you will dream confined in a mansion. There is a invisible ghost in the mansion.
Of course you can't see that ghosts. but you can watch or listen ghost footprints and footsteps, avoid ghosts, and find the items
you need for exorcism.
Find the item and survive before the ghost finds you!
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Title: Deadstep
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Sangwoon Jin
Publisher:
FLUXJIN
Release Date: 9 Mar, 2018
a09c17d780
Minimum:
Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system
OS: Windows 7, Windows 8.1, Windows 10 (64-bit)
Processor: Intel Core i5 or AMD equivalent
Memory: 6 GB RAM
Graphics: Nvidia GeForce GTX1050 2GB VRAM or more / AMD R9 370 2GB VRAM or more
DirectX: Version 11
Storage: 7 GB available space
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game. deadstep system requirements. deadstep trailer. deadstep gameplay. deadstep walkthrough. dead step floor. dubstep
monster. dead step walking
when will the france come. Absolutely Great, and everything I used worked just as it should. Even sounds and actions were coordinated, more than I can say for Rail Simulator 2013! Pity about lack of instructions though, but that is common in all these
simulator games. Lucky I have crystal balls.. A truly breathtaking calming puzzler.
This game is amazing, the vivid visual effects, astonishing; the music and sfx, sublime; the hard yet not (usually) too demanding
level design, ingenious; and the gradual additions of new game mechanics, perfect.
For only $4.99, this game is a bargain. I would happily have paid double that for the same content.
Overall, a great, peaceful puzzle game, with almost minimalistic graphic design and the ability to make the player feel smart
after completing its levels.. I was not able to play against anyone or anything.. - Fly to a new planet
- Click through all 12 fields on the planet. You can choose to ignore that but I can't find any reason for that except to avoid
clicking which you have to do a lot (and I see no justification for so much clicking).
- If you really want this planet you can throw in a few tech items to terraform it to good conditions and try to colonize it.
- Gather your reward after colonization and move on to the next planet.
- Occasionally be attacked by space pirates which you can't defeat, just retreat after taking much damage.
- Add tons of clicking in all windows on top of that.
That's basically the whole game.
I really like the idea and I'd really love to play it more but it's too repetitive and I have too little influence on what happens
during the game. Very nice event descriptions but I quickly became bored to read them.
Ok-ish but definitely not the best UI on top of that.
. giff me item
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It's alright. Paying a dollar for this is not called ''buying a game'', its called ''making a donation to the devs'' all lobbies are
empty. Steam, please take this game off of the market. Ik its an extra dollar in your pocket but still you cant call it a game
anymore.. Easy to learn, hard to win. Play FOTW to learn just how screwed we really are.... great criminal story. lots of mini
games. worth to try!!!. This game stinks. If you have a choice between a stick in the eye and playing this... go with the stick. I
can truly say I gave this game a number of chances, but it is horrible.. like how you can build up your farm like a city building
game .only thing is how do you work several fields w/o needing to click each one over and over ,
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